
 

You'll work faster and smarter Make the most of every minute with Adobe Premiere Pro CC 2017. You can import and export
to any format, edit 360-degree video, and share to social media straight from the app. Plus, you can now create stereoscopic 3D
content for display on devices like Oculus Rift.

You'll produce higher quality content Whether your next project is a film, documentary, web series or commercial spot — your
viewers will think it was shot on a live set with cameras that cost as much as a house. If you're shooting 4K video you already
know how easy it is to record cinematic footage. You'll also see how the app's powerful new stabilization tools help you achieve
better final results.

And you'll work more confidently Premiere Pro is designed to take the stress out of post production, speeding up your workflow
with smart features like enhanced multicam editing, drag-and-drop color correction and smart title creation. And it's even
simpler to share projects online with an online video librarian that seamlessly helps you send projects to other Premiere Pro
users through familiar email addresses and URLs.

You'll want more projects like these in your pipeline Adobe makes it easy for you to discover new content using search or
browse categories like news, TV shows, sports, entertainment and education. Plus, you can import thousands of videos to your
collection, which you can freely distribute to other Premiere Pro users.

And if you're serious about working in professional video production, all the resources you'll need are just a click away,
including live video workshops and classes that cover everything from beginners' editing techniques to advanced topics like 3D
stereoscopic workflows. 

You'll find these savings irresistible Adobe already offers the industry's highest-quality video editing tools at a major discount.
With additional savings on Master Collection purchases, you can develop even more content faster than ever before. And with
free downloads for Creative Cloud members who have existing Creative Cloud subscriptions, there's no point in waiting for an
Adobe promotional price. 

Your creativity will never be the same again When you're editing in Adobe Premiere Pro, there's nothing that can stop you. You
can use QuickTime Player to find and watch content on the web.

Get the app now by visiting the newsroom page at http://www.adobe.com/products/premiere-pro
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